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By Jeff Schultz

INDIANAPOLIS – Back here for Game 5. So what team shows up tonight?

I covered the first two games of the Hawks’ playoff series against Indiana (both losses) and then handed off to Mark Bradley
for the next two games (both wins). So I told general manager Danny Ferry that if his team loses tonight, I was willing to
accept full responsibility, as long he promised me a playoff share if the Hawks win.

“I’ll give you one-millionith of a share,” he said.

We’re still in negotiations.

I have a full column looking ahead to Game 5 linked here on MyAJC.com. (If you’re not yet a subscriber, it’s OK because
we’re still in the free preview period. Just click “continue reading” after going to the link.) My take, in short, is that the Hawks’
rebound is a good sign for the direction of the franchise under Ferry and should quiet some of coach Larry Drew’s critics.

Following this morning's shootaround, Drew said his players need to match the effort they gave in Games 3 and 4 at Philips
Arena and need to avoid the whining about officiating that plagued them in the first two games in Indy. "If we do that, we
should be OK," he said.

And yes, the Hawks will stay will go with their "big" lineup with Johan Petro at center, Al Horford at power forward and Josh
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Smith sliding to small forward (where his defense against the Pacers' Paul George has been key).

My prediction? Flip a coin. But as Smith said this morning, it probably would be easier for the Hawks to win a Game 5 in Indy
than a Game 7.

"Game 7’s are pretty hard to win, especially when you’re the opposing team, " Smith said. "So we’re going to have to make a
conscious effort of being able to get off to a good start and give us a chance to keep this building out of it as much as
possible.”

I'll check in later for comments. Tipoff is 8 p.m.

But first, a word about about Dwight Howard . . .

WHERE TO, D12? Dwight Howard is in pondering his next decision. I’ve written about Howard several times. He has obvious
plusses and minuses. The biggest plus: He’s the best center in the league and one of the world's best players -- when he
wants to be. The biggest minus: Too often he has shown himself to be immature and not a leader, which are major
considerations when considering a major contract.

Ferry made a trade inquiry about Howard before this season and there has been speculation the Hawks will make a run at
him in free agency.

There’s plenty of time to debate this topic down the road but I thought I would pass something along. The online sportsbook
Bovada.lv has posted odds on where Howard will play Game 1 of next season. Yes, the Hawks made the list of odds but
they’re listed fourth. The Los Angeles Lakers are the overwhelming favorites at 4-7 (translation: less than even money;
wager $7 to win a profit of $4). Others: Houston 11-4, Dallas 3-1, Hawks 6-1, any other team 17-2.
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Posted by Born2Buzz at 12:40 p.m. May. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

Seeing how this team plays with Al at PF and Josh at SF makes you wonder what they could do with Howard at C. But could
they afford both Howard and Josh, and still fill out the roster?

Posted by RangeRover at 12:43 p.m. May. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

Go to sleep....go to sleep....go to sleep little Hawkies...

Posted by WTF at 12:52 p.m. May. 1, 2013
Report Abuse
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Hopefully the odds are zero.
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